ABSTRACT. An m-degree is a collection of sets equivalent under polynomial-time many-one (Karp) reductions; for example, the complete sets for NP or PSPACe are m-degrees.
analogous results for noncollapsing degrees, e.g., there is a noncollapsing degree which is 2-tt complete for exp.
RELATED WORK. The isomorphism conjecture appears to have been motivated in part by two theorems of J. Myhill [My 55] . He showed in the context of recursive reducibilities that (i) every recursive 4 1-degree 5 consists of a single recursive isomorphism type and (ii) the complete recursive m-degree for the r.e. sets consists of a single recursive I-degree. Together these two theorems yield the corollary that the complete recursive m-degree for the r.e. sets consists of a single recursive isomorphism type. Since the properties of sets studied in recursive function theory are invariant under recursive isomorphisms, the significance of this corollary is that the recursive m-complete r .e. sets are essentially identical.
The analogues of Myhill's two theorems in the setting
where Ptime (the polynomial time computable functions) and NPrespectively take the place of the recursive functions and the r.e. sets would be that each I-degree consists of a single p-isomorphism type and that the complete m-degree for NP consists of a single I-degree. Together these two analogues would imply that the complete m-degree for NP collapses. In structural complexity theory p-isomorphism is a natural and strong equivalence relation on sets. Thus, aside from implying P;j: NPthis characterization would give us a very precise understanding of the properties of the NP-complete sets.
[BH 77] was in part an attempt to see how close one could come to proving the Rimel NP analogues of Myhill's theorems. It contains two partial analogues to Myhill's first theorem. First, if two sets are I-equivalent as witnessed by size-increasing, p-invertible 6 members of Ptime, then these a k-ary boolean function a, and for all x, we have that where we have access to more powerful techniques. We then hope that the resolution of the conjecture for these classes will anticipate the resolution of the conjecture for
NP.
Therefore, a worthwhile intermediate goal is to establish the collapsing or non-collapsing of a natural complete degree. The least such degree at which we can hope to make progress is the complete m-degree for expo Our results, together with [KLD 86] , shows that the situation around exp is far more complex than might have been expected. There are 2-tt complete sets for exp whose: 
otherWIse.
Then, A~P B. 
The claim follows. It follows from (4.2) and the p-invertibility of p and (.,.)
PROOF. By hypothesis, A is a cylinder. Note that
that pi is also p-invertible. Now, for all b and x,
then A~p Bi. IT the condition for case (i) fails, then it will turn out that there is an x E R m such that by appropriately defining CA on x and perhaps one other member of U~=mRk one can make CA(x) # CA(fi(fj(x»). If this last inequality holds, then it cannot be the case that Ij: A $.':n Bi, and, hence, l(i,j> is satisfied. Thus, if the condition for case (i) fails, then case (ii) occurs and the construction appropriately defines CA on the one or two elements of U~=m Rk so as to force the inequality to hold. Let n be the least number such that both x and 11 are < min(Rn + 1). For each z E (U~=mRk -{x,y}),
(R m ,···, R n are thus made diagonalization regions.)
End of stage 8 + 1.
The proof of the following lemma, which we omit, is straightforward. At present we do not know if for every r.e. set B there is an r.e. set A which has a collapsing (polynomial time) mdegree and which is (polynomial time) m-hard for B. Note that this would be equivalent to showing that the polynomial time complete m-degree for the r.e. sets collapses.
Moreover, it is not clear how to modify the construction in our proof of Theorem 4.7 to improve the t(2 0 (n» time bound on the complexity of the set A. However, if we weaken "m-hardness" to "btt-hardness," then we can obtain the next two theorems.
THEOREM 4.8. There exists a 2-tt complete, collapsing degree in exp.
The proof of Theorem 4.8 modifies the proof for Theorem 4.7 by associating two elements of A for each element to E (where E is a fixed m-complete set for ex!'). A diagonalization requirement may compell us to restrain one of these elements from entering A. We are free, however, to place the other element into A when so required by the coding of E into A. By an easy modification of the above argument we obtain the following theorem.
